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Experience the timeless songs of Ella Jenkins as they meet up with musical artistry in this eclectic,

multi-cultural celebration which received two Parents' Choice Awards and a Children's Music Web Award.

14 MP3 Songs KIDS/FAMILY: General Children's Music, KIDS/FAMILY: Kid Friendly Details: A Few

Notable Quotes: "Is the most wonderful part of this recording the variety and range in musical

interpretations, including three very different version of Miss Mary Mack?' Is it the representation of so

many cultures? Is it the lyrics that can be easily learned for singing along, or the spirit and enthusiasm of

the performers? Whatever, it is a fine and vital recording." -Parents' Choice Awards "I am very honored

and impressed with Fred's album "Did You Feed My Cow?" - not just because he is performing my music

but rather because of his own spirited, fresh and sincere interpretation of these songs, rhythms and

chants I introduced to parents, children and educators years ago. I thoroughly enjoy Fred's fine

presentation of them." -Ella Jenkins "Did You Feed My Cow? is born of Fred's diversity as a teacher,

composer, singer and musician. His music blends with the heart of Ella's classic songs to create a

significant and important album for children. Adults, too, find themselves drawn in by Fred's talent and

discriminating musical taste. As a dad and teacher of future teachers, Fred's work has provided me with a

wellspring of resources. With his music playing at home, our living room is regularly transformed into a

palace of dance and movement. When I work with Fred's music in my classroom, my college students

find themselves journeying to the world of their lost childhoods. Education for them becomes an

adventure of creative self-expression and limitless possibilities! -Ren Roy, Director of Theatre Arts

National-Louis University; Evanston, IL
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